View the complete version: What a tart!!!

Posted by: Apache
Date: 07-02-2010 11:03:05
As the truck appears to have sold, and is being picked up tomorrow PM, I'm going to go and clear out all my junk from it in a
mo, and get all the spares together in a box. Then tomorrow I'm going to take it to the hand wash to get it cleaned for the
new owner to get it all muddy again.
I just know now that its going to be emotional, so this afternoon I'm going to the Nags with my Pyrenees co-pilot to get very
very drunk and raise a glass to send ol' Apache to his new life.
Posted by: Hiroler
Date: 07-02-2010 11:58:36
who is going to be the new owner someone on here??
i would be the same if i was selling mine to be honest :|
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 07-02-2010 12:06:46
Hiroler wrote:
who is going to be the new owner someone on here??
i would be the same if i was selling mine to be honest :|
I take it you don't read much here :D :D
May one suggest you take a butchers here http://daemon4x4.org/board/topic.php
When you have done that Headmaster Yeti want's you to do 2000 lines "I must pay attention to previous posts so I can see
what
is going on"
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 07-02-2010 12:11:03
A definate :dunce: moment
Brummie :D
Posted by: Apache
Date: 07-02-2010 12:12:23
:lol:
Oh well, off to clear out my junk :(
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 07-02-2010 12:16:13
You got a skip? when I cleared the Saab out I didn't think you could get so much junk into a car.
I did find a couple of CD's I'd been looking for though :D
Brummie

Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 07-02-2010 12:56:41
And those sticky sweets under the back seat :lol:
Posted by: Apache
Date: 07-02-2010 13:10:27
Tis done.
Spares etc in a big box in the truck, all my crap in the shed. No more waking up in the back on a soaking wet freezing
morning in Wales at 6am dying for a pee... most people would be happy about that. :|
Posted by: Growler
Date: 07-02-2010 13:16:41
Apache wrote:
Tis done.
No more waking up in the back on a soaking wet freezing morning in Wales at 6am dying for a pee... :|
Nope your gonna have to use a tent from now on and get used to being a passenger :)
12 months and you'll have another one :devil:
Posted by: Apache
Date: 07-02-2010 13:24:02
Vicki just said 'yes you might, but you wont have a wife!' :D
Ah well, easy come easy go!
Are you going to Wales in June?
Posted by: Growler
Date: 07-02-2010 14:09:14
Yup all signed up and looking forward to it
Need a ride ?
Posted by: Apache
Date: 07-02-2010 14:13:07
If you dont mind! :)
Will happily split diesel cost with you.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 07-02-2010 14:58:13
And so it begins.... :D
I give it less than 12 months myself.
Edit: we will be visiting with a nice v8 truck sometime after march andy... Not to tempt you in any way of course. :D
Posted by: surfenstein
Date: 07-02-2010 15:03:24

lmao,at least we now know that vicki wears the trousers in your house.i bet shes still stuck with that little old polo.
:whistle: :D
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 07-02-2010 16:32:14
gwh200 wrote:
And so it begins.... :D
I give it less than 12 months myself.
Edit: we will be visiting with a nice v8 truck sometime after march andy... Not to tempt you in any way of course. :D
Do you think that if Apache isn't driving we might get some good pictures
Brummie :whistle: :whistle:
Posted by: Growler
Date: 07-02-2010 18:08:02
Apache wrote:
If you dont mind! :)
Will happily split diesel cost with you.
Consider it sorted, will sort out the details nearer to the time :)
Posted by: Apache
Date: 07-02-2010 20:04:32
Cherers buddy!
Spanners mightht be abkler to get a f4runner for littler money so we might be sytoi;
pll coming to the trips :D
His mate is trying to flog a real shed onf a 'ruuner whichg ahe mightr get vfor next to nowtr :D

